Research on motion of molecules in the presence of thermal noise is central for progress in two-terminal molecular scale electronic devices. However, it is still unclear what influence imperfections in bottom metal electrode surface can have on molecular motion. Here, we report a two-layer crowding study, detailing the early-stages of surface motion of fullerene molecules on Au(111) with nanoscale pores in a n-tetradecane chemical environment. The motion of the fullerenes is directed by crowding of the underlying n-tetradecane molecules around the pore fringes at the liquid-solid interface. We observe in real-space the growth of molecular populations around different pore geometries. Supported by atomic-scale modelling, our findings extend the established picture of molecular crowding by revealing that trapped solvent molecules serve as prime nucleation sites at nanopore fringes.
A classical crowded system is one in which the spacing between adjacent agents is equivalent to the individual agent dimension (van-der-Waals diameter in the case of molecular systems, Fig.1a ) thereby maximising the volume (entropy) available to them which minimises steric excluded volume effects (free energy). The fundamental difference between a crowded [1] [2] [3] [4] and a self-assembled molecular system [5] [6] [7] is the absence of orientational order in a molecular crowd. By contrast, molecules can self-assemble into highly-ordered configurations after stochastically exploring parallel configurations en route to thermodynamic minimum 8 . Yet, to clearly delineate the interfacial physics governing crowding of nanometre sized molecules on surfaces there is a pressing need for metrology tools capable of resolving molecular processes in real-world environments. One such model research tool is a combined scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) and spectroscope (STS) that can electronically and structurally fingerprint molecules [9] [10] [11] [12] with nanoscale spatial sensitivity in liquids at room-temperature. There have been major advances in liquid-STM/STS based studies to probe both sparse (Fig. 1b) and crowded ( Fig. 1c ) molecular systems on defect free metal thin films 7, [12] [13] [14] [15] and gauge the impact of solvent on selfassembled end structures 11, [16] [17] . Nevertheless, the early-stage dynamics of molecules is still poorly understood, particularly non-linear interactions of single-molecules interfacing with surface defects on metals. In this work we explore a means of using a self-assembled molecular system of solvent on Au(111) with nanopore topological defects as a platform to create a crowded system of fullerene (C 60 ) molecules through pinning of a thin layer of solvent molecules to the fringes of the nanopores. To this end, we have conducted liquidbased structural and spectroscopic analysis of single-molecular binding and molecular ensemble crowding events at nanoscale pores on Au(111) in a liquid environment. The nanopores formed by the Zener pinning mechanism [18] [19] during metal thin film growth on mica and display a range of geometries with different pore diameters and depths. We then rely on molecular dynamics simulations to reveal the atomic-scale details of the molecular dynamics around pore fringes at experimentally inaccessible nanosecond timescales. comparable to previous STM studies of C 60 dynamics at the liquid-solid interface 8 . From this STM image a lack of directional ordering of molecules is evident, as is a lack of any evidence for close packed structures. Spatially magnifying within the initially imaged large area shows the pinning of either a few C 60 molecules or a single C 60 molecule at the pore fringes ( Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c ). These high-resolution STM images of C 60 molecules pinned at nanopore fringes (nanopore defect density is 80 ± 10 per 500 nm 2 ) also reveal a disordered array of surrounding molecular elements. Similar images were recorded at other nanopore locations, which suggests two possibilities for the origin of the observed disordered molecules, the first being an underlying layer of disordered C 60 molecules. However, the observed level of disorder could also stem from imaging a second layer of disordered solvent molecules as the first layer of n-tetradecane on Au(111) tends to form an ordered monolayer at roomtemperature 12, 21,10, 20, 22-23. In an effort to resolve this question, we combine structural analysis with spectroscopic electronic fingerprinting to differentiate the guest (C 60 ) and host (n-tetradecane) molecules.
After positioning the STM probe on top of a single C 60 molecule (indicated by the blue circles in Fig. 2b and 2c) , the differential conductance (dI/dV) spectra was recorded by a lock-in amplifier with a modulation voltage of 5 mV superimposed on the bias voltage. The sample bias is then swept from -1.5 V to + 1.5 V in 100 steps and the current is recorded after turning off the feedback loop at ~15 secs intervals to allow the probe position on the molecule to be checked and for stable acquisition of the spectral data A dI/dV spectral curve Previously, we were unable to measure clearly the LUMO-derived resonance states of a C 60 molecule which was directly adsorbed on Au(111) due to substrate induced hybridisation of molecular energy levels 24 (right hand inset schematic in Fig. 2d ). The present spectroscopy data and real-space images of C 60 molecules pinned at pore fringes points to the guest molecule being located primarily on top of the host molecular matrix, similar to previous efforts where vibrionic excitations from single molecules where observed upon decoupling the molecule from metal surfaces 25 . Interestingly, when measuring the dI/dV curves on single C 60 molecules located several hundred nanometres away from a pore fringe such as on a flat terrace region, we were unable to measure clear signals of molecular resonance peaks and observed weak and broadened LUMO peaks. These resemble dI/dV spectra recorded over C 60 molecules which adsorbed directly on Au(111) 24 and hence became electronically coupled to Au(111) (see Supplementary Figure 1 , orange spectra) and exhibit weak and broadened spectral molecular features. This suggests that the solvent molecules tend to crowd around the pores and are sparsely distributed in other regions of the metal surface for a fixed C 60 molecular solution concentration. Consequently, on nanoporous gold, C 60 molecules pinned at nanopore fringes are better electronically decoupled than C 60 molecules adsorbed on Au(111) terraces as seen from the measured spectroscopic data. We argue that the n-tetradecane solvent molecules preferentially adsorb at the pores, based on evidence from the spatially mapped C 60 molecules adsorbed on a disordered array of solvent molecules at a nanopore fringe and the energetically well resolved C 60 spectroscopic curves.
Thus the network of surface-adsorbed alkane molecules provides relatively stable host sites for crowding of the guest C 60 molecules at and around the pore fringes.
These findings then raise the important question of whether molecular crowding can be controlled and predicted based on pore geometry and host molecule-surface interactions.
We first explore the relationship between pore geometry and molecular crowding dynamics by examining the real-space STM maps for any correlation between populations of pinned C 60 molecules and pore shapes. Figure 3a is a large area three-dimensionally represented STM image with a nanopore in the centre and C 60 molecules crowded around the fringe. The width (W) can be measured exactly but the actual depth may be greater than the measured depth (D) due to limitations in probe geometry and tunneling conditions. The size of the molecular cluster (ensemble of C 60 molecules, were the individual components are not fully resolved and usually comprises of ~10 or more C 60 molecules) observed in Fig. 3a was relatively large when compared to the previous STM images (Fig. 2a ) acquired over pores with smaller dimensions. A schematic is shown in Fig. 3b summarising our analysis we plot the correlation between measured molecular cluster size and pore dimension (Fig. 3d) . We observed a tendency for the molecular cluster size to increase as pore fringe width increases, but cluster size does not show any direct dependence on measured pore depth. To address the role of host molecule-surface interactions, we synthesised C 60 molecular solutions with fixed concentrations (10 -2 M) in toluene using identical synthesis methodologies. The STM data recorded on Au(111) after drop casting these solutions in separate experiments did not reveal any preferential pinning of C 60 molecules around pore fringes and the spectroscopic data on individual C 60 molecules showed weak spectral features reminiscent of strong metal-C 60 coupling suggesting the absence of solvent-mediated C 60 adsorption on Au(111) in these control experiments (see Supplementary Information Figure   1 , blue spectra). This experimental finding is of fundamental significance as it strongly indicates a crucial role for the n-tetradecane solvent in promoting molecular crowding around confined pore fringes and maximising electronic decoupling of the guest C 60 molecules from the gold surface. In the case of C 60 adsorption on Au(111) when deposited from toluene solvent we observed in a few cases that the molecules also adsorbed along the step edges on Au(111) (see Supplementary Information, Figure 3 ).
To further understand and quantify molecular crowding as a function of pore fringe width we rely on atom-scale molecular dynamics simulations, which reveal ordering of the alkane solvent molecules at pores and quantify the associated damping of C 60 molecular motion. We immerse 165 C 60 molecules in bulk C 14 H 30 and place the solution on top of a large-area (8 nm x 8 nm) gold substrate that contains both terrace and porous regions ( Fig.   4a-f) . We modelled the assembly of the solution on the substrate using 50-nanosecond simulations for each of the three 800 nm 3 cells (P1, P3 and P7, to model three of the pores measured in Fig. 3d ). Full details of the models, simulation protocol, complete dataset including control simulations, and extended discussion are provided in Supporting
Information. In brief, the simulations data summarised in Table 1 Through the combined efforts of liquid-based scanning probe microscopy experiments and molecular dynamics simulations at nanosecond time scales, we can now account for a two-layer crowding mechanism for molecular dynamics at solid-state nanopore fringes at room-temperature. The solvent film formed by n-tetradecane in and around the nanopores strongly influences the local adsorption profile and hence molecular electronic structures recorded at the nanopore fringe sites. In particular, the population of C 60 molecules scales almost linearly with the geometrical width of the pores as the curvature of the gold is reduced thereby strengthening the solvent-gold adhesion. In general, our findings suggest that in addition to probing energetically stable molecular end configurations more efforts from an experimental perspective are required to better understand the effect of surface defects and environmental constraints on kinetically trapped metastable molecular structures. Such insights at the molecular scale will be meaningful impact in the rational design of high performance tunnel junction devices 27 , diodes 28 , rectifiers 29 and transistors based on molecular ensembles 30 .
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